April 2021
Dear Participants,
Thank you for your entries for our 57th Maimarkt Tournament 2021.
After the Maimarkt Tournament had to be cancelled in 2020 due to the Corona pandemic, we are all
the more pleased that we have managed to ensure that this year's Maimarkt Tournament can take
place. This is thanks to an appropriate hygiene concept! The Maimarkt Tournament will be held as a
3-star event. We have not made any concessions here, although compliance with the hygiene
regulations concerning Covid-19 and herpes virus require both an extraordinary level of effort and high
financial expenses.
The hygiene concept stipulates that all of us, and by that we mean all of us, have to take a Corona rapid
test every day before entering the riding stadium. This is a big expense, but we have to make sure that
no infected person is in the MVV Riding Stadium. It goes without saying that wearing FFP2 masks,
keeping to the minimum distance rules, washing and disinfecting hands is mandatory. We all together
must do everything to ensure that the Maimarkt tournament lives up to its excellent reputation and,
above all, that no contagions emanate from the Maimarkt tournament.
Therefore, we would like to point out the following important points:
The arrival zone is located in front of gate 31. In the entire area it is compulsory to wear mouth-nose
protection. Only FFP2 masks and medical masks are permitted. Here, you and all your companions
(max. 2 companions, one groom and one companion) will be tested for Covid-19 in the test centre
directly at Gate 31. After taking the test, you are to wait in the truck for your test result. For quick
processing of the tests, we ask you to register with 21DX GmbH at https://21dx.medicus.ai/#/ prior to
the test and provide your personal data there. By registering in advance you save time when testing.
You will receive the test results on your mobile phone approx. 15 minutes after the test. After being
informed of the negative result, you will go to the accreditation office and there you will receive your
accreditation on presentation of your test result. This is valid until the following day (05:59 hrs) at the
latest. The procedure must therefore be repeated every day for all persons. The costs of € 35.00 per
test and per person are to be borne by you and your companions and your companions.
In addition, we ask you to download the free LUCA app. By using the LUCA app, your data will be
transmitted directly to the public health department in case of an infection. We ourselves will not have
access to your data.

If you or one your companions test positive, no one will be allowed to enter the premises. A PCR test
will be carried out in the test centre immediately afterwards. It will take 48 hours until you receive
your test results. Until then, you and your companions must be quarantined and access to the premises
is not possible.
If you and your companions receive a negative result, you will continue to Gate 41 after collecting your
accreditation. There you must present the results of your horses' PCR tests (not older than 120 hours)
for EHV, which will be checked by the responsible veterinarian. If the horses are free of disease, they
may be unloaded and the truck must leave the unloading area.
The stable concept provides for a maximum of 8-10 stalls per stable tent. This means that the minimum
number of people potentially staying in the respective stable area is specified. Furthermore, the risk
of herpes infection and its spread is reduced. As far as possible, a maximum of 2 riders/grooms are
allocated per stable unit. You would make it easier for us to allocate the stables if you could notify
either Mr Guido Gerold +49 175 5663307 or the e-mail anmeldung@reiter-verein-mannheim.de if you
are likely to bring fewer horses than registered.
The stables can be occupied from the following days, but please note the previously allocated time slot
for your arrival:
For the para-equestrians riders on Thursday 06/05/2021 from 10:00 am.
If you or your companions are travelling from abroad, please observe the valid corona virus entry
regulations of the Federal Government Informationen zu Einreisebeschränkungen und Quarantänebestimmungen in Deutschland - Auswärtiges Amt (auswaertiges-amt.de) and of the State of BadenWürttemberg
https://www.baden-wuerttemberg.de/de/service/aktuelle-infos-zucorona/verordnung-fuer-ein-und-rueckreisende/. Please also note the valid corona lock-down
restrictions of the city of Mannheim, as well as the nightly exit restrictions that apply between 22:00
and 05:00.
We would like to point out the necessity of observing our hygiene concept. It is imperative that this
concept be applied throughout the entire tournament in order to avoid infection with both Corona
and herpes. We are aware that this will be a great challenge for all of us, but it is the only way we can
run the event with a good conscience. Also, rest assured that with the successful running of the event,
the road to more tournaments will be made easier for all of us. That should be in all our interests.

The registration office will be open from 12.00 on Thursday 06/05/2021 and can be reached on +49
621-762 11 686 or on +49 (0)151 461 523 68. Please refer to the timetable for the closing date for
entries for the respective examinations. For registration there is a QR code on your accreditation which
you can use to check out online. If you need official veterinary papers for your onward journey abroad,
please inform the registration office by e-mail to em@hippodata.net upon arrival, so that the official
veterinarian can be ordered.
Please note that hotel rooms are not booked by the organizer. We would therefore ask you to make
your own reservations. You are welcome to contact our partner, the Maritim Hotel, Mannheim.
Furthermore, due to hygiene restrictions there will be no car service this year. Parking spaces are
available in sufficient numbers. No parking ticket is required. Please show the participant letter. If you
have not already done so, please let us know whether you need a connection to the electrical power
supply.
We ask you to observe the traffic routing which can also be downloaded from the tournament
homepage https://www.maimarkt-turnier.de/.
We wish you a good journey and a successful participation in the tournament.
With kind regards,
Reiter-Verein Mannheim e.V.

OC President
Enclosure: overview with the most important information

